Introduction
The interaction of two light waves with field amplitudes E1, E2 and frequencies a>,, OJ2 leads to the generation of new light waves at the sum and difference frequencies OJX + OJ2 and OJ2 -(x)x. The source for these new waves are the nonlinear polarizations:
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The susceptibilities x {2) contain information about the level structure and dynamics of the sample molecules. When the frequencies are chosen close to resonance with a a < b < c the dominant contributions to x (2) three level ^ (je C C l eacn other. Application of a DC electric field will lift the fr erac V (pseudo Stark splitting) [6] . The choice of resonant tice nCleS anc * 6^2 a^o w spectroscopy with one sublatindu°n ly as shown schematically in Fig. 1 . This Stark field Iar^c ea " v ariant extends the applicability of the method to a re So nurnr^er °f mixed crystal systems. In addition the nonWjjj ^a n t s ignal generated by the centrosymmetric host material free C Very Sma H> making the method essentially background 
